
DAWN is an open source software (licence) for the visualisation and processing of scientific data. Although specifically developed for data from synchrotron based techniques, many of the
features of DAWN are useful in other fields. DAWN loads data from many common formats (text files, tiffs, hdf5…), as well as those specific to x-ray techniques (NeXus, EDF, MAR…).

Accessing DAWN from your own machine:
Visit the website https://dawnsci.org/, download and install the software matching your operating system. Installation instructions are provided on the website.

Accessing DAWN from a linux machine at Diamond:
Open a terminal >> Type ‘module load dawn/nightly’ ↵ >> ’dawn’ ↵

DAWN: RIXS image processing software, I21

https://dawnsci.org/licence/
https://dawnsci.org/


Data location: All of your data in will be stored in a location ‘dls/i21/data/Year/Proposal_ID/’

Tutorial Dataset

File number File content Usage Acquisition time

i21-157111.nxs Dark Image To subtract the Non-RIXS signals from the RIXS images 180 secs

i21-157116.nxs RIXS Image To process and get the RIXS spectrum 180 secs

i21-157117.nxs Elastic Image To find the zero energy reference for the RIXS spectrum above 30 secs

i21-157118.nxs RIXS Image To process and get the RIXS spectrum 180 secs

i21-157119.nxs Elastic Image To find the zero energy reference for the RIXS spectrum above 30 secs

Processing a RIXS file:

Prerequisites:
Ask your local contact to provide: 
1. Energy dispersion value (eV/pixel): For converting the CCD pixels to energy units in eV. 
2. Slope correction value: For correcting the tilt of the image on the CCD detector.
3. Dark image file number: For subtracting the background signal that appears on the detector. The dark image file must have the same acquisition time as the RIXS image file.
4. RIXS image file number and an elastic spectrum collected immediately after it. 

Tutorial Dataset parameters

Energy dispersion 
value (eV/pixel)

Slope correction 
value

0.01 -0.065



DAWN perspectives: DAWN is designed for different applications and has different perspectives for different purposes.

A perspective can be opened by clicking on the Open Perspective button in the toolbar. 

For visualising the data or exporting the data we will be using the DataVis perspective

For visualising the data or exporting the data we can also use the  PostRIXS perspective

For RIXS processing we will be using the Processing perspective



RIXS processing perspective:

Project Explorer:
This is where you will 
see the scanned file 

numbers.

Data Slice View:
This is where you will drag the files 

you want to process from the Project 
Explorer.

Processing:
This is where you will choose the kind of 

operations you want to do on the files in the 
Data Slice View. 

Model:
This is where you will put the parameters 
related to the operations you chose in the 

Processing panel.

Output:
When you click on a process in the Processing panel, you will see here the 
results of the processing done on the file selected in Data Slice View Panel.

Input:
When you click on a file in the 
panel above, you will see here 

the image it contains.



Loading your files for processing:

1. Right click on data and select import
2. Expand General and select Data 
Folder Link and click Next

3. Browse to and select your folder that 
contains the data files in the field External 
folder and press finish.

4. Expanding data will now show your data 
folder, which when expanded will show the 
data files.

Data location: All of your data in will be stored in a location ‘dls/i21/data/Year/Proposal_ID/’

For the tutorial dataset you can save the tutorial data folder in your local drives and load it.



Processing a RIXS file:

Drag the RIXS image file/files that you 
want to process from the Project 
explorer panel to the Data slice view 
panel. 
Use only the files with extension ‘.nxs’ 
and not the ones with ‘.hdf’.
Do not drag the elastic image files.



Processing a RIXS file:

Click finish



Processing a RIXS file:

RIXS image from file that you dragged, 
and is selected in Data Slice View (here, 
i21-157116).



Changing the colormap:

Click on ‘Window’ and then select 
‘Preferences’.



Changing the colormap:

Click on ‘Plot View’ under ‘Visualization 
Preferences’ and select colourmap of 
your choice



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Type in ‘Image…’ and select by double 
left clicking ‘Image background 
subtraction-Fitted to a PDF [Bacground
subtraction]’ process in the Processing
panel.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Click in the slot of ‘Dark Image file’ and 
browse using the folder icon to select 
the Dark image file. Here, i21-
157111.nxs.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Click on the process name. You will see 
that these two panels are updated.

This shows the RIXS line profile and the 
background line profile.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Type in ‘Com…’ and select by double 
left clicking ‘Combined RIXS image 
reduction [RIXS spectrum processing]’ 
process in the Processing panel.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Click and type in the energy dispersion 
value provided to you in the ‘Energy 
dispersion at’ slot. Here, 0.01.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Click and type in the slope value 
provided to you in the ‘Slope override’ 
slot. Here, -0.065.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Click on the process name. You will see 
that this panel update.

Wait till this update status disappears



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

This is how your processed RIXS 
spectrum looks like.

You can use this icon to zoom in and 
see the spectrum.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Click on this play button to process all 
the RIXS files and save them.



Processing a RIXS file: (Continued)

Browse to a folder where you want to 
save the data. Do not use the parent 
data folder. You can use the 
‘processing’ subfolder to save the data.
Click on the ‘Link original data (no data 
copied)’ and OK.



Insert operation

Remove selected operation

Remove all operations

Save a list of operations with the model parameters

Load a saved list of operations with model parameters

Save the list of operations along with model parameter

Processing a RIXS file: Basic button functionalities

Remove selected file

Process all files in the panel

Remove all files

Browse through the 
frames of a selected 
file to visualise them 

as 2D plots below



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Go to file and browse and select the 
processed RIXS files



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Shift select all the 
files, right click and 
click on ‘Check’



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Check the 
‘normalized_correlated_spectrum_0’



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

I0 normalised RIXS data summed over 
different frames corresponding to the 
checked files can now be seen.

Sometimes legends 
are not visible. In 
that case click the 
maximise button 
and the restore 
button again.



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Right click the 
selected data and 
select ‘Display’ and  
‘Set label’.



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

You can select an item to display as 
legend in this way. Say you select 
entry1/before_scan/th/th, this will 
display the incidence angles for the 
files.
You can select 
entry1/before_scan/energy/energy, 
that will display the incident 
energies corresponding to the files.



Viewing processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

As you can see now, the incident 
angles are listed and the legends 
are showing the angles. The files 
can be sorted either by clicking on 
the ‘Filename’ or the ‘entry1/…’



Aligning processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Click on the ‘Align’ 
button



Aligning processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Click on the ‘Align’ 
button



Aligning processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Select a region around the 
elastic line and you will see 
them getting aligned to zero 
energy. If you are not 
satisfied you can also add 
values manually.



Aligning processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

Click on the little arrow beside the 
printer icon and select ‘Export plot 
data to tif/dat/csv…’



Aligning processed RIXS files: PostRIXS perspective

You can export the files as multiple 
files having XY columns or a single 
file as multiple XY column.
Whatever is plotted will be 
exported.



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Go to file and browse and select any 
one of processed RIXS files



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Uncheck the default 
/processed/result/data and scroll down



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Check the ‘/processed/summary/1-
Combined RIXS image 
reduction/normalized_correlated_spec
trum_0/data’



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Check the file to 
visualise the I0

normalised RIXS 
data summed 
over different 
frames.



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Open the other 
processed files. 
Now all files will 
have I0 normalised 
RIXS data channel 
selected.



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Shift select all the 
files, right click and 
click on ‘Check’



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

RIXS spectra 
corresponding to 
the checked files 
can now be seen

Sometimes legends 
are not visible. In 
that case click the 
maximise button 
and the restore 
button again.



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

Right click the 
selected data and 
select ‘Display’ and  
‘Set label’.



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

You can select an item to display as 
legend in this way. Say you select 
entry1/before_scan/th/th, this will 
display the incidence angles for the 
files.
You can select 
entry1/before_scan/energy/energy, 
that will display the incident 
energies corresponding to the files.



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

As you can see now, the incident 
angles are listed and the legends 
are showing the angles. The files 
can be sorted either by clicking on 
the ‘Filename’ or the ‘entry1/…’



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

You can stack the data vertically for 
better visualisation using the 
stacking buttons here.



Exporting processed RIXS files: DataVIS perspective

Click on the little arrow beside the 
printer icon and select ‘Export plot 
data to tif/dat/csv…’



Viewing a processed RIXS file: DataVIS perspective

You can export the files as multiple 
files having XY columns or a single 
file as multiple XY column.
Whatever is plotted will be 
exported.

Exporting processed RIXS files: DataVIS perspective



Finding energy dispersion value:

Drag and drop the energy dispersion file containing different frames with different incident energies into Data Slice View and choose RIXS elastic line reduction in Processing. As you 
sequentially scroll through the frames, each would be processed until you reach the last frame, where in the output you will see the energy dispersion value in eV/pixel.

Browse through all frames

Do not rush through the frames, let the processing of each frame finish  
(elastic line fit will appear, slope value for the frame will be shown and the update sign will disappear) 



When you reach the last frame, the output will show the energy dispersion fitting and the panel below will show the value of energy 
dispersion in eV/pixel. Note this value as it will be needed for all the RIXS processing.

Finding energy dispersion value:

Drag and drop the energy dispersion file containing different frames with different incident energies into Data Slice View and choose RIXS elastic line reduction in Processing. As you 
sequentially scroll through the frames, each would be processed until you reach the last frame, where in the output you will see the energy dispersion value in eV/pixel.


